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â€¢ Do you want massive MLM marketing success?â€¢ Are you ready to take your MLM business to
the next level?â€¢ Are you ready to claim the lifestyle you and your family deserve?Think leads.Lots
and lots of fresh MLM leads.Because leads are the name of the game, and you are just moments
away from discovering just how easy it really can be to generate 100+ free online MLM leads per
day and put your network marketing business on the fast track to creating wealth.Leads are the
lifeblood of your business. So here we will focus onâ€¦â€¢ Automated lead generation, not MLM
prospectingâ€¢ Online attraction marketing, not pestering family & friendsâ€¢ High leverage systems,
not MLM scripts and scriptbooksâ€¢ MLM software, tips, tricks and inside secrets.After all, you may
represent the best product, service or network marketing business opportunity in the world... but if
you do not tell anyone about it... if you do not find a way to get your offer in front of a steady stream
of new prospects on a daily basisâ€¦ your business is dead in the water. Belly up in the fish bowl.*
Lack of leads is one of the top reasons why most people fail in MLM.Without leads youâ€™ve got
nothing.* Lack of cash flow is another reason why most people fail in network marketing.Most
people never make a dime in MLM, and most people quit within the first yearâ€¦ often walking away
with less money in their pocket than they had to begin with.Itâ€™s tragic, but true. And it certainly
does not need to be that way.Since 1996, Rob Fore and his wife Lisa have built six profitable
businesses working part-time in their spare time online. They have a team of over 11,000 active
MLM distributors in one network marketing company and a team earning tens of thousands per
month in yet another.Buy the book because success leaves clues, and now it is your turn to
generate 100+ MLM leads per day and get paid even when people do not join your team.Itâ€™s
time to build a business, not just a downline.Let's get started.
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I love Rob's straight-forward no-nonsense approach. He is not like your typical mlm guru. Many of
these so called "leaders" like to sell you the vision and the hype. They will show you their 6-figure
paychecks and preach how you can achieve the same results. The problem is that they never really
show you how. This is where Rob is different. He "talks the talk" and actually "walks the walk"! He
shows you the exact advertising methods that he has used to become a multiple 6-figure earner
online.I have personally learned so much from Rob. His style of teaching is very straight-forward
and to right to the point. By following Rob's teachings, I've been able to consistently make money
online each and every month. I highly recommend this book for anyone that is looking to finally have
a blueprint for succeeding in your MLM business! You will not be disappointed.You can search the
web all day and I guarantee that you will not find a single person that has anything bad to say about
Rob Fore. You can type any other MLM guru into a search engine and you will almost always find a
few negative comments, but this is not the case for Rob. This speaks volumes about his character,
honesty, and the value he provides. So if you're serious about building your MLM business, buy this
book today!

Rob has the knowledge you need to overcome your struggles in Network Marketing. He has great
ideas and suggestions for finding leads without bugging your family and friends. I read the whole
book in one sitting...I couldn't put it down! The no-nonsense and practical advice was amazing. It
was easy to read and understand. I am now re-reading the book and taking notes to implement his
strategies. I can't wait for the breakthroughs this will give me in my business!

I have always been a fan of Rob's straightforward approach to growing a business, but this book
took it to the next level. He connects his personal journey with you as you read and are able to cut

decades off your education. Stop floundering in your business and read this book. Learn from one
of the masters and start a journey to your own mastery today.

I've been following Rob for a couple years now and have even had the opportunity to interview him
on my show Voices Of Marketing. I've also been through several training courses he has created
based around SEO and MLM marketing. This book is a great addition to content he has produced in
the past.In this book he dives into his process for generating leads for various MLM and affiliate
marketing systems he is involved in.Great read, I highly recommend it!

Thanks for the inspiring story and terrific explanation of MLM marketing's common failures. I thought
100 leads a day was unrealistic but I definitely see how it can be achieved by using the principles in
this book.

This is the first Kindle book I have read and appreciated some of the features. Discovered about
1/3rd of the way through that if you highlight sections with your cursor, you have the option to
"highlight", "write a note", etc. Very cool. Also noticed the page count was somewhat disconcerting.
I'd scroll to the next page and the count would say I had moved 3 or 4 pages, but the script flowed
properly. Likely a Kindle platform issue but something to be aware of.Rob's style is somewhat
rambling. I've read a lot of Rob's stuff and found this to be a compilation of numerous publications
and blogs of his HOWEVER the theme was consistent, and there were some very choice hints and
tips that were either new or newly laid out, cut through some of the pit falls, and some useful links
like pinepal.com.Overall a valuable book and well worth the 3 - 4 hours it takes to read it. In addition
to the electronic "notes" I wrote several pages by hand. Recommended for the serious online
marketer.

I didn't really find this to be helpful. The training provided by MLM companies are much more
helpful. This was just a long advertisement for using the programs that he offers. You will have to
pay for those of course.

Rob, you are one of my most favorite leaders in the industry and your audio in the inner circle I have
listen to the most. I couldn't wait to read your book but dude please, please get someone to proof
read your work before putting it out there. The "I am human so I am imperfect" approach may work
for blogs and Empower Network but not for a professional book on the open market. It is very

distracting and nothing says amateur and unprofessional more than too many typos on a web page
or in a book. That being said this is otherwise a great book written by a great and humble leader in
the industry. Just could bring myself to give it 5 stars, sorry.
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